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use dart houston's high-speed rail to rapidly deploy workforces and equipment
across state lines. they could also eliminate the expense of air travel. but dallas

area rapid transit will need to develop an extensive technological network with local
business leaders and the thousands of employees who will have to set up for the

project, in addition to working out how to keep their jobs as the rail lines are built. "i
think the most immediate impact will be on our business leaders," said mike horst,
president and chief executive officer of the greater dallas partnership. "for them,

the no. 1 advantage is we're connecting the loop as well as connecting the
downtown core. it's very much like building the monorail. it's a real-time, way-

before-they-can-do-anything business advantage." dart's rail, which will be limited
to 20 miles of track in the city, will be built underneath existing freeway and
elevated viaducts and above major roads, passing through existing shopping
centers and under major intersections. a route will be chosen based on cost,

engineering, public feedback and projected ridership. officials hope dart's
groundbreaking rail line will become the catalyst to upgrade the regional economy.
the $2.3 billion plan will connect select points around the region, including dallas
and fort worth, with the aim of boosting regional connectivity. and because of the

breadth of the effort, the jobs it will create will be across a wide spectrum. the
engineering company hired to lead the project, parsons corp., expects the project
will create 8,500 direct jobs at a ripple effect through the region's economy. other

jobs can be created from what horst said could become a booming business district
like dart's own eado district station. "if all goes well," he said, "we could get

100,000 jobs in dallas and fort worth." the project will require $750 million to
construct and $1.2 billion to operate. dart expects a sizable portion of its funds will
be borrowed, though the company will pay off the debt much faster than expected

because of the rapid return on investment. dart's project leader said the first phase,
which will require $1.4 billion, will be built from 2014 to 2019. after the first part of
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the line is opened, the next phase, building the second phase, will start in 2025 and
cost an additional $500 million. the initial line will be between downtown dallas and

union station in downtown fort worth, with plans to eventually expand the route
north to the texas medical center, south to dallas love field and eventually to

irving's airport and into addison, texas. 5ec8ef588b
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